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CHAPTER I

The Problem

Introduction

It is common for high school students in any subject area to wonder,
often audibly, how grades are determined.

Unfortunately, this question

has long been a notoriously embarrassing one for most music teachers, simply
because it requires the existence both of clearly defined standards of
comparison and objectives of study.
Hopefully, the situation has improved in recent years.

In cases,

however, where the teacher is dissatisfied with his evaluative procedure,
this study may be of some assistance.
Often the problem springs from inadequate or even non-existent
instruction in the available materials and techniques of evaluation at
the teacher education level.

Such a situation should not exist in the

face of research that has been conducted and the many tests and testing
procedures which have been developed.

Statement of the Problem
1.

What is the nature of evaluation as it relates to music education at
the high school level?
a.

Why should the teacher evaluate his students?

b.

What evaluative difficulties arise from the nature of music itself?
To what extant does the nature of test construction and grading
influence the quality of evaluation?
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2.

What general methods of evaluation are available to the music teacher?

3.

What specific types of tests and testing techniques are available to
the teacher?

4.

Which tests or testing techniques would be most effective in certain
specified areas of music study?
a.

General music.

b.

Chora1 mus ic.

c.

Instrumental music.

Delimitations of the Study
The study is limited to evaluation in three areas of senior high
school music education:
or orchestra).

general, choral, and instrumental music (band

It does not include, for instance, suggestions regarding

private music study.

It is also limited to concepts, materials, and

techniques which the author believes to be effective, not necessarily
those which are actually being used.

Definitions
Ability - The power to perform a designated responsive act.
Accuracy - In testing, the quality of pinpointing specifically and depend
ably what the student knows or can do and vice versa.
Achievement - A term which refers to the level of proficiency and under
standing which a student has reached as a result of instruction.
Administration - In testing, a term which refers to the method which is
used to present the test to the student.
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Appreciation - A term which refers to the degree of understanding and
resulting enjoyment which a student possesses of a work of art.
Aptitude “ The capacity to acquire proficiency with training.
Aptitude Test - A test which measures this capacity.
Achievement Test - A test that measures the amount a pupil has achieved
in subject areas or in general schooling.
Capacity - A term which refers to maximum ability with further training,
or potential ability.
Comprehension - In testing, the quality of covering the range of learnings
in a particular area being tested.
Correlation Coefficient - This is the most commonly used measure of relation
ship between paired facta or of the tendency of two or more variables or
attributes to go hand-in-hand.

It ranges in value from -I,00 for perfect

negative relationship through 0.00 for none or pure chance to +1.00 for
perfect positive relationship.
Criterion - A standard, norm, or judgement used as a basis for quantitative
and qualitative comparison.
Cumulative Record - A collection of information about a student covering
a number of school years and including such factors as academic marks,
and information about health, family, interests, school success, aptitudes,
and social adjustment.
Diagnostic Test - A test whose purpose it is to determine a student's
strengths and weaknesses in particular subject areas.
Discriminating Power - The ability of a test item to differentiate between
individuals possessing much of some characteristic (skill, knowledge,
aptitude) from those poss^seing little cf this characteristic.
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Test - (Also called "discussion question" test.)

A test in which

the student is asked to express his understandings of a subject.

This

type of testing device la particularly useful in measuring non-factual
factors such as attitudes; interests, creativity, and verbal expression.
It takes the forma of extanded-response, restricted response, definition,
and outline.
Evaluation - A judgment as to how close a student has come to desired
behavior in terms of clearly defined objectives.

(Broader than measurement)

Evaluation Program ~ The testing, measuring and appraisal of the growth,
adjustment, and achievement of the learner by means of tests and non
test instruments and techniques.

It involves the formulation of objectives,

their definition in terms of pupil behavior, and the selection or con
struction of valid, reliable, and practical appraising instruments.
Formal Evaluation - Methods of judging student progress which are stand
ardized and meet acceptable levels of reliability and validity.
General Music Programs - A course of study in music which attempts to give
the student wide experience in the world of music through the consideration
of (I) music history and literature, (2) theory, including sight-singing
and keyboard skills, and (3) vocal production.
Informal Evaluation - Judgment of student progress which is based on subjective observation.
Intelligence Quotient - A measure of potential rate of growth up to six
teen years of age, expressed as the ratio of mental age to chronological
age.

The formula is:

I.Q. =

X 100.

For ages over sixteen ye&r@,

192 monthy is used as tha chronological age, on the assumption that, on

the average, mental maturity dcea not increase materially with further
increases in chronological age.
Item Clarity - The quality of a test which enables the student to understand exactly what is required'of him.
NormalM Probability IIII*
(DistributiogO
Curve - A derived curve based on the
iim.n«i II-mumM/n-irirai ■ntt'Tnw ■iiin ,■ iJ,i ii'Ni j iii»-.i n.-rr-mrrtjigo

I-I.1TI i H i i f

assumption that variations from the mean are by chance.

It is bell-

shaped, and adopted as true because of its repeated recurrence in the
frequency distributions of sets of measurements of human characteristics
in psychology and education.
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Norms - Scores which the ordinary student of a certain age or grade would
receive on a test.
many students.

Norms are arrived at by giving the same test to a great

Common types

are age, grade, andpercentile.

Objectivity - A term used

to describe

a person'sreaction,

basedupon

facts alone, to something

or someone.

Observation - Tha process

by which information is received through the

five senses.
Oral Test - A teat in. which the student is asked to express aloud his
understandings of a subject, either alone or in a group.
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Percentile - One of the 99 point scores that divide a ranked distribution
into groups, each of which contains 1/100 of the scores.

If a person

obtains a percentile rank of 70, his standing is regarded as equaling or
surpassing 70 per cent of the normative group on which the test was
standardized.
Performance Test ~ A test in which the student displays his ability to
perform the skill in which he has received instruction.
Rating Scale - (Also called "check list'*.)

A device which

is used to

place the performance of a student into various levels of proficiency.
Often a series of four or five numbers is used;
3 - 4

for example,

0

- 1- 2 -

where 4 is very good and 0 is unsat is factory.

Raw Score - A term which refers to a test performance before it is con
verted to a percentage.
Reliability ~ The quality of a test which produces similar scores when
readministered with no teaching in the intervening period of time and in
exactly the same way.
Role - A term used to describe the function of a person or thing in
relation to another person or thing.
Scoring - (Also called "grading")

An activity which involves the inter

pretation of testing results in the light of certain definite criteria.
Self-Reports - Written accounts by the individual student dealing with
certain topics.
Senior High School - An educational establishment in which instruction
is normally given in grades ten, eleven, and twelve.
Shurt

Test - (Also called "objective test")

A test in which factual

information is required, usually in the form of choosing alternatives.
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Specific types are (1) completion, (2) recall of a single fact,
recognition, (4) true - false, (5) multiple-choice, and (6) matching.
Skewed Curve - A term which refers to a statistical curve which falls
either to the left or right of center because the group which it represents
does not, for some reason, fall into the normal pattern.

For example:

Mean
In the diagram, "A* represents the normal curve, while "B" and "G"
represent curves that are shewed to the left and right respectively.
Skill ” A term which denotes the efficient performance of mental or
physical tasks.
Standard Deviation = A unit of comparative measurement based on the
normal curve, and representing the distance from the mean which in one
direction includes 34,13 per cant of the total cases.
Standard Error - A term which represents the relative amount of inaccuracy,
depending upon the number of cases involved, in any statistic.
Standardized Test - A test developed by experts which has been given to
so many students that it has been possible to determine reasonably
accurately how well a typical student of a certain age or grade will do
in it.
Sublectivlty - A term which denotes a person's inner reaction, based on
hia own personality, feelings and experience, to something or someone.

Talent - A relatively high order of aptitude.

It refera to an individual'a

susceptibility to an unusually high degree of training.
Validity - The quality of a test which measures what the test was designed
to measure.
Work Sample - An excerpt from a course of studies which has been chosen
for testing purposes.

Time limitations require that it not be too long,

and adequate representation requires that it not be too brief.

A type

of performance test.

Basic Assumptions
The study is based on the following assumptions:
1.

It is possible to evaluate many areas of music education

accurately and objectively.
2.

Some areas defy objectivity;

nevertheless, they can usually

be evaluated by means of subjective techniques.
3.

It is not necessary for evaluation in music education to be

devoid of clearly defined standards of comparison.
4.

Information found in books, professional periodicals, academic

studies, and interviews with successful teachers is sufficient to give
reasonable insights into the problems of evaluation.

Purpose of the Study
One of the purposes of this study is to clarify the question of
evaluation in music education, particularly as it relates to the matter
of grading student progress.

It is disconcerting to see the matter con

stantly ignored or pushed into the background.

At least an attempt

should be made to explore the materials and techniques which are available;
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to decide whether or not evelnatlon ebon Id be a part of high school mualc
edncatlom;

and, if so, to determine what forma it ahonld take.

Secondly, it is hoped that this atndy will smggest to both exper
ienced and prospective high school music teachers a workable system for
the evaluation not only of student progress but also course objectives
and teaching methods.
Thirdly, the study will acquaint teachers with the better types
of evaluative materials and techniques which are available to them.

Method of Procedure
1.

The literature relating to the problem was reviewed for ideas

pertinent to the study.
2.

The literature included books (psychological and educational),

articles from professional periodicals, masters theses, and doctoral
dissertations.
3.

Investigation was made of available standardised tests by con-

suiting the Educational Testing Service, 1947

Center St., Berkeley,

California, Tests in Print.^ and the Mental Measurements Yearbooks
(from 1940 to 1963).%
4.

Some ideas were gathered from formal and Informal interviews

with successful teachers.

Jersey;

^uros, Oscar Erisen (ed.) Tests in Print. Highland Park, Hew
The Gryphon Press 1961.

^Buros, Oscar Erisen (ed.) Mental Measurements Yearbooks. Highland
Park, Hew Jersey; Th*&@ryphon Press, 1940-1965.
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5.

Conclusiû'îiis and recommendations have been derived from these

sources.

Review of the Literature
M. B. Stanton^ of the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York,
made a ten°year investigation of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents.
Over 2,000 entering students were tested, and the results were filed
until four years later.

It was found that where the Seashore tests had

predicted success, teachers' evaluations confirmed this.
However, A. Richard loby^ found that the correlation between the
results of the Seashore tests and college theory grades was low, and even
negative.

On the other hand, he found correlations as high as .773 be

tween the Aliferis Music Achievement Test and college grades.

The

Aliferis test, unlike the Seashore, uses musical multiple-choice items
from which the student chooses the notation which he hears played on the
piano.
P. S ..Farnsworth^ found that validity coefficients in the Seashore
tests, when compared to school grades in music, varied from -.08 to
.45.

Reliability was between .62 and ,89.

^Super, Donald E . , and Crites, John 0. Appraising Vocational
Fitness, Revised edition. New York; Harper and Brothers, 1962.
^Roby, A. Richard. "A Study in the Correlation of Music Theory
Grades With the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents aad the Aliferis
Music Achievement Test," Journal of Research in Music Education, Vol. X,
Vo. 2 (Fall 1962) 137-142.
^Farzasworth, P. R . , "An Historical, Critical and Experimental
Study of the Seashore-Kwalwasser Test Battery," Genetic Psychology
(lr31) 9; 291-389.

Haael Stanton^ showed that I,Q« scores are at least as Important
in predicting success in music as the Seashore tests.

In fact, when she

used both the Seashore tests and the Iowa Test of Silent Reading, she
was quite successful, as the following statistics show:

Group

Number

Safe
Probable
Possible
Doubtful
Discouraged

Percent of Graduated

125
143
195
73
29

60
42
33
23
17

A. M. Jordan^ found that in the practical and theoretical areas,
intelligence tests were at least as valuable in predicting success in
music education as the Seashore tests.

This was not true in sight sing

ing, ear training, or dictation.
J. G, Cooley® conducted a study which showed evidence that high
intelligence, high reading ability, and superior performance on the
Seashore tests go with musicality.

There was no evidence that person

ality traits are so related.
In the Minnesota Mechanical Abilities Project which was conducted
by D. S. Paterson® in 1930, industrial arts teachers rated shop products
of junior high school boys.

Reliability was found to be between .72

and .76.

^Stanton, Basse 1. Measurement of Musical Talent: Studies in the
Psychology of Music. Vol. II. New York: University of Iowa Press, 1935.
^Jordan, A. M. Measurement in Education, An Introduction.
Me Graw-Hlll, 1953, pp. 288-291.

New

^GooÏAy, John 0. " A Study of the Relation Between Certain Mental
and Personality Traits and Ratings of Musical Abilities," Journal of
Research in Music Education. Vol. IE, Nor. 2 (Fall 1961) 106-117.
9Supar, op.cit.
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G. A. Forehead

conducted a study in English Literature which

involved understanding, interpretation, evaluation, and taste.
a.

Understanding.

Multiple-choice tests of ten items each

were used for testing recognition of literary devices and thematic
material.

(Significant results were noticed by the end of the

year.)
b.

Interpretation.

This involved an essay on any topic regard-

ing the story in question.

A reasonable degree of insight was

expected.
c.

Evaluation Technique.

was employed;

A check list using different adjectives

for example, valuable-worthless, fair-unfair,

pleasant-unpleasant, positive-aegative.
d.

Taste.

This included (1) facta (about setting, plot, and

character), (2) entertainment value (to amuse or create suspense),
(3) skill of author (literary technique), and (4) theme (relevancy
to human experience).
The test used reaction questions to literary excerpts.
natives were correct.
best.

All alter

Students were asked to pick the one they liked

By the end of the year, a shifting away from "fact" alternatives

was observed.

ature,"

^^Forehead, Garlie A* "Problems of Measuring Response to Liter
Th@_ C l e w i n g Bpuae, Vol. 40, No. 6 (February, 1966) 369-375.
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K. 1* Gutach^^ coWaotiéd m study in whioh mathematics was comblnad with
sight reading in erder to determine whether objective measurement of
instrumental music achievement could be obtained.

Three statistical

implications essential to the study were:
1.

Reliability in test and scoring.

2.

Items ware re-ordered and retested to increase reliability.

3.

Validity in that the test differentiated between students
with varying degrees of experience.

The results indicated that the test reflected both teat and scoring
reliability.

Validity was also good.

Results showed that student exper-

ience was the most Influential factor governing performance.

Age had

relatively little effect upon ability to sight-read rhythms.
R. J, Colwell and Glenna R u n d e l l ^ conducted a study to determine
what effect the addition of

(1) the

ukulele and

(2) the

piano would have

upon achievmnent in auditory-visual discrimination tests, harmonic
conceptualisât ion, better understanding of uses for factual knowledge,
and attitude toward music in general.
were used;

Three similar grade seven classes

one with ukuleles, one with pianos, and one with a vocal

approach supplemented with bells and autoharps.
Various standardised tests were used in pretesting and post-testing,
and the result was that the class using ukuleles developed a more favorable

^^Gutsch, B^enneth IT. "Instrumental Kiaic Performance; An Approach
Toward Rvaluation," The Journal of Educational Research* Vol. 59. Ro. 8
(April, 1966), S77-380.
^Colwell, Richard J., and Rwndell, Glenna. "A*. Evaluation of
Aohievmiwat in Auditory Discrimination Resulting frcm Specific Types of
Musltxal Experiences Among Junior Bigh School Students," Journal of
Æ in Music Education. Vol. É3II, Re. 4 (Winter 1963)'239=245.
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attitude towards music.

However, no signigicant value was found in

using ukulele or piano over the vocal approach.

In fact, the keyboard

and vocal approaches showed more lasting learning than the ukulele
approach when tested a year later.
The "Hawthorne effect” was very evident in this study.

That is,

teachers were honored to have a part in the study, and worked harder to
relate objectives to evaluation.
E.

L. Rainbow^^ conducted a study to discover the factors involved

in musical aptitude.

The following were checked:

(2) tonal memory, (3) rhythm,

(1) pitch discrimination,

(4) musical memory, (5) academic intelligence,

(6) school achievement, (7) sex, (8) chronological age, (9) musical
achievement,

(10) musical training, (11) home environment, (12) interest

in music, (13) participation in music by relatives, and (14) socio
economic background.

All but school achievement, sex, and participation

in music by relatives were found to have a significant bearing on
aptitude.

Age had considerable influence.

J. H. Fluke^^ conducted a study in which it was assumed that the
quality and extent of the performer's awareness or perception into the
inner content of music is a basic constituent of musicality.

Accordingly,

a test was constructed which measured basic rhythmic, melodic, and har
monic concepts by having students listen to excerpts of music which

^^Rainbow, Edward L."A Pilot Study to Investigate Constructs of
Musical Aptitudes”, Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. State University of
Iowa, 1963.
John Holman, "The Construction, Validation and Standard
ization of a Test in Music Perception for High School Performance Groups,
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Colorado State College, 1963.
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illustrated each of these concepts, and answer thirty multiple-choice
questions on each.
The test was called the Fluke Test in Music Perception.

It was

administered to 2,314 high school instrumental and choral students.

The

reliability coefficient for the test as a whole was found to be .78,
which is satisfactory.
It was found that instrumental students were more perceptive, and
hence more musical than choral students.
Colwell and Rundell^^ constructed a test which consisted of thirty
pairs of music excerpts from which the student was asked to choose the
one which he considered to be best performed.
It was found that the instrumental and experienced student had
better aesthetic judgment.
L. M. Hagen^^ conducted a questionnaire survey in which choral
teachers were asked to indicate the bearing on their grading of the
following factors;

attitude, cooperation, effort, enthusiasm, respon-

sibility, attendance, promptness, talent, general musical knowledge,
teats, sight-reading, memorization, private lessons, and outside activities
Teachers were also asked (1) whether or not they used a point system in
grading,

(2) whether or not students were informed as to what was expected

of them for A, B, or C grades, (3) how their choral grades compared with

^^Colwell and Rundall, o p .cit.
l^Eagisn, Lawrence, M. A Survey of Choral % @ i c Grad ing in High
Schoqla of
Hundred Students or More in the State of Washington.
Unpublished masters thesis. University of Montana, 1962.
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academic grades in the school, and (4) whether or not they were satisfied
with their present grading system.
This survey indicates (1) that grading in choral music is very
subjective, and la based more on extra-musical factors than skill, progress,
proficiency, or musicianship;

(2) that respondents who used the point

system, where grading points are given or deleted according to a pre
scribed list of positive or negative activities, were generally satisfied;
(3)

that respondents who were dissatisfied usually had no system at all,

and were not sure what to do about it;

(4) that many respondents expressed

the desire for more objectivity in evaluation;

(5) that choral grades

are generally higher than academic grades, principally because students
who sing are often more intelligent;

and (6) that those respondents who

used the quartet system of grading praised it highly.

(See Chapter V.)

Edwin G o r d o n c o n d u c t e d a study which showed no evidence that
training improved scores on the Drake Musical Aptitude Test.

This seems

to suggest that musical aptitude, as measured by this test, is innate.
J. Hoffren^® conducted a study in which an attempt was made to test
expressive phrasing in music.

The following factors were considered:

rubato, smoothness, articulation, phrasing, unity, continuity, dynamics,
and dynamic and agogic accentuation.

Although validity was not high,

the test was moderately successful.

*^Gordoa, Edwin.
"A Study to Determine the Effects of Training
and Practice on Drake Musical Aptitude Test Scores", Journa1 of Research
in Music Eduoati^ii, Vol. 1%, No. 1 (Spring, 1961) 63-74.
^^Soffren, James.
T h e Construction and Validation of a Test of
Expressive Phrasing in Music", Journal of Research in Music Education,
Vol. XII, No. 2 (Swimer, 1964) 159-164.
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F.

W. Plnkerton^^ conducted a study in which methods of choosing

instrumental students were investigated.

It was found that commonly used

criteria were (1) student and parent interest, (2) recommendations of
classroom and general music teachers, (3) mental rating, (4) tests of
musicality, (5) success in a pre-instrument class, (6) physical traits,
(7) simple singing ability,

(8) coordination, (9) scholastic standing,

and (10) achievement test results.
""The most evident conclusion of this study is
that there is little agreement among music psychologists,
teachers, and supervisors as to methods of selecting
instrumental music students in the public schools."
It was recommended that students be selected on the basis of
one, but several criteria.

l^Pinkerton, Frank W.
"Talent Testa and Their Application to the
Public School Instrumental Music Program", Journal of Research iu & i ^ c
, Vol. XI, No. 1 (Spring, 1963) 75=79.
ZOlbid., p. 78.
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Brief Historical Background to Evaluation in General
"Before 1900, teachers had very limited methods for determining
how well children were s u c c e e d i n g . C o m p l e t i o n and multiple-choice
tests did not becomu common until about 1910.

IMany standardized aptitude

and achievement tests, as well as intelligence tests, were developed during
the 1920's, the "goldrush era* of standardized tests.

Since 1940, educators

have used other evaluative techniques such as anecdotal records, soclograms, rating scales, participation charts, case studies, cumulative
records, personal interviews, check sheets, and report cards.

One reason

why so many evaluative techniques have been developed and used In music
education is the conviction among many educators that musical talent is
actually composed of many abilities rather than only one.

“'The rich

assortment of skills found when we survey all varieties of musical experience suggests strongly that many subtalenta, rather than a single allpervading one, make up musical success in its broadest

^^Thomas, R. Muini^ay.
Green and Co., 1954, p. 11.

York:

"22

Judging Student Progress. New York:

Longmans,

^"^Thomas, R. Murray.
Individual Differences in the Classroom. New
David Mckay Co., Inc., 1963, p. 384.

CHAPTER II

The Hatmr® of Evaluation in Music Education

Evaluation in music education is basically a matter of observation.
The music teacher observes from day to day the reactions of his students
to the listening or appreciation program, the progress of his Instru
mentalists, and the vocal quality produced by his choral classes.

In

fact, the good music teacher is the one who has learned to observe a great
many different things, virtually at the same time.

These observations

must not only be made, but also recorded and converted into meaningful
periodic reports of progress for the benefit of student, teacher, parent,
and administrator.
What factors must be observed?

The answer depends entirely upon

the aims and objectives of the music teacher himself.

Elliot W. Eisner

says that evaluation is a "judgment of the adequacy of beb&f'lor as compared
to a set of educational objectives."!

This quotation implies that the

teacher must (1) be certain about his objectives, (2) state them in terms
of student behavior, not teacher behavior, and (3) state them clearly
enough that it is possible to tell when they have been achieved.
ally it may be deemed wise to shift from original objectives.

Occasion^

It may

occur to the sensitive teacher, for Instance, that a particular class of
student would perhaps profit from a different approach to the course
material.

In such an event, evaluation would shift its emphasis

accordingly.

^Eianer, Elliot W., "Evaluating Children's Art,"
63 (September, 1963), p. 20.

School Arts,
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Evaluation, however, is not simply observation.

Although some

evaluation can be made by simple observation, it is often erroneous or
incomplete.

More systematic methods are necessary.

At the same time,

the term "evaluation" is broader in meaning than the term "measurement",
which implies the use of conventional tests and examinations.

Measure

ment is the part of evaluation which concerns Itself with subject-matter
achievement or specific skills and abilities.

Evaluation concerns itself

with certain educational objectives and "the appraising of behavioral and
personality changes which result from the educational program.
What are some to the "educational objectives" which were referred
to in the preceding paragraph?

The following represent some examples :

(1) In singing, the ability to use the voice to express beauty in song
together with artistic interpretation.

(2) In choral work, the ability

to use one's vocal skill in conjunction with others.

(3)

In music

appreciation or the listening program, to develop discrimination and
taste, to develop sensitivity to design, balance, quality, and approp
riateness, and to acquire a general knowledge of the development of Western
music (including such factors as music history, style, great composers
and their works, harmony, form, and orchestral instruments).

(4)

In

instrumental music, the ability to express oneself, at least to some
degree, on a musical instrument.

(5) In creative music, some degree of

originality in interpreting and composing music.

(6)

In musical scores.

Charles, "Evaluation in Music Education," The
seventh
of the National Society for the Study of Education,
art 1, (19:3), p. 310.
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the ability to read music, ability to use musical notation to express
musical meaning, and ability to work with certain phases of music theory
such as accent; bars, phrases, scales, chords, staves, key signatures,
and time signatures.

(7) In more intangible phases of music education,

the development of such factors as freedom of expression, rhythmic sense,
and ability to function effectively in music groups or organiaations.
"Only when the teacher has clearly determined his goals can he select
appropriate teaching methods to the exclusion of irrelevant material or
teaching techniques."3
The teacher who has many objectives and many approaches will have
many means of testing.

It is the balance between these factors which

produces superior results, and perhaps this delicate balance can be
achieved only through the teaching experience of the individual teacher.
"Since the purposes for testing and the objectives of instruction vary,
it is readily apparent that the types of tests used in measuring achieve=
ment must also vary.

There is no one beat type of

test."^

"^ests are not alternatives to observations.

At best they represent

no more than refined and systematized processes of o b s e r v a t i o n . f o r 
mally, tests are based on the "work sample" principle.

This sample must

be truly representative, and large enough not to be effected by accidental
factors.

Actually, because of the existence of time limits, a test is

^PraWcIin, A. David, "Ends and Means in Music Education,"
Educators Journal, 53, No. 7 (March, 1967) p. 106.
John A . , Teacher-Made Testa. New York*

Music

Harper and Row, 1963,

^ b e l ; Robert I.
"The Social Consequences of Educational Testing,
and Society. 92 (November 14, 1964), p. 331.
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"a sample of how well the student works with certain kinds of learning
material."^

If a student works better, faster, and more accurately, he

gets a higher score.

Mo single test meaaures all of any ability.

is why meay différant samples of performance need to be taken.

This

It Is

rather Ilka letting down pipes Into the ground at various locations In an
effort to ascertain which direction an underground river is taking.
a test performance Is susceptible to change.
changeable.

Also,

Young people are especially

By working at a skill, for Instance, the student can Improve

his score.
"Assigning marks or grades is one aspect of the appraisal of student
progrèss."7

The value of this practice may be debatable, yet teachers

generally are still required to do it.

However, it must be done fairly,

and be based upon all objectives, not merely one or two.

It is extremely

Important to point out in this connection that whet these grades represent
must be made perfectly clear.

When the student and parent receive a

music grade, are they aware that it represents a comparison between the
student's performance and that of the rest of the class, or between his
performance and a standardized norm, or between his present performance
and past performances ?
In order to see how the student is actually progressing, some comparlson must be made.

Often a student's performance Is compared with

^Dobbin, John E., "Still Testing, Testing, Testing," The P»T,A*
Magazine. 60 (January, 1966), p. 5.
Charles, "Evaluation In Music Education," The Fiftyseventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. IWII,
Part 1
p. 312. " '
"
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that of the rest of the group to which he belongs.

If the standard of

the group with which his performance is being compared ie large enough,
it is referred to as a "norm".

Most ““standardized” tests are published

complete with norms for the teacher's consideration.

In teacher-made testS;

however, the teacher himself must develop his own norms, if he desires to
use them, by giving his test to a great many students.
Actually, in order to determine real progress, the student's past
and present performances must be compared.

"If we want to know if a child

has gotten taller it is fruitless to find out if he is above average in
Using an individual comparative base of this kind also serves

height.**®

to improve instruction because it provides opportunities to detect weak
nesses in performance.

In cases where the student is below the norm, we

may get away with blaming the student ;

but where no growth occurs from

one week to the next, we are forced to look very carefully at out methods,
materials, and objectives.
student

This is not to suggest, however, that the

share no responsibility at all for lack of growth.

Yet we muat

be prepared to do something to try and strengthen his weaker areas.

In

addition, the sooner a past basis can be decided upon for each student,
the better.

Where there is a record of achievement from pre-senior high

grades, evaluation is much easier and more accurate.
Students should be encouraged to evaluate themselves in the light
of past performances.

Much encouragement can result from this approach.

®Eisner, loc.cit.. p. 21.
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Students should also fee enoomraged to write about their individual attitudes
and interests in music.

Prom such information the teacher may discover

the areas of study upon which to concentrate and how to approach them.
He may also discover significant changes as the school year progresses.
Since

it is generally agreed that the best teaching springs from student

interest; the student who takes the time and trouble to evaluate himself
periodically* is bound to make reasonable progress.
Evaluation in music education does not differ in any way from eval
uation in other areas, and is essential in every classroom situation.

In

fact, since the music program involves a good deal of group activity, there
is excellent opportunity for group evaluation of activities.

Music "pro

vides the circumstances for the most effective evaluation while work is
in progress and by those immediately involved."^

While participating in

group activities, the student is able to compare his performance not
with that of other students around him, but also with his own past perfromances.
principles.

"Music activities call for the immediate application of
The

development of skills takes place in actual performance

and the development of knowledge and attitudes is an integral part of
this performance.
At the conclusion of this chapter it must fee clearly understood
that evaluation in music is intimately associated with instructIona1

^atlona^l Association of Secondary-School Principals Bulletin. XLII,
No. 245 (March, 1959), p. 43.
'
'
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objectives and methods.

If* for example, the teacher is satisfied with

instilling into his students mere factual information about their listening
program, he will also be satisfied to evaluate results with a true-false
or multiple-choice test.

The teacher, on the other hand, who is concerned

with helping his students understand some of the more intangible aspects
of their listening program, such as atmosphere, style, or taste, finds
that evaluation becomes much more of a problem.

He finds that he must

turn to more "subjective" instruments of testing, which at best, are vul
nerable to considerable inaccuracy depending upon the personal opinions,
attitudes, and background of the examiner.

In the following chapters I

shall try to point out the advantages and disadvantages of both objective
and subjective evaluation techniques, and the respective values ©J
in various situations.

Purposes of Evaluation in Music Education

Evaluation is a means whereby the music teacher can measure the
merits of his objectives.
less;

Objectives which cannot be measured are worth"

concepts which the teacher wishes to present to his students must

be crystal clear in his own mind first of all if he expects to have worth
while results.

If these concepts are clear enough to he evaluated, they

are likely to be clear enough to be understood by the student.

"Evaluatioi

provides the only avenue for determining the extent to which the program
is caring for the overall musical development of all students.
Evaluation is also useful in helping the teacher to appraise his
methods of instruction.

If the results of evaluation in any given area

at any particular time tend to display a rather discouraging rate of
student growth, the teacher is well justified in looking quite critically
at the manner in which he is approaching the material.

Given that the

objectives which he has in mind seam to be reasonable, or have seemed
satisfactory in the past, it may be that for this particular student or
group of students his point of view or point of departure, for example,
is not right.

In a case like this there is certainly nothing wrong with

starting all over again and evaluating the results again, perhaps in a
different way.

Once the results reach more encouraging levels, the

teacher can assume that his methods now are more in line with the present
situation.

^Leonhard, loc.cit., p. 314.
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Evaluation should Increase motivation.

It should encourage the

studeut to work harder, and better his present performance not only through
comparison with other students or past performances, but also through
comparison with a concept of a realistic level of aspiration.

This con

cept might be developed in a student through the listening program,
attendance at live concerta, or through the study of more advanced musical
scores.

Motivation also depends upon the degree of understanding and

acceptance of the teacher's objectives.

Effective evaluation may serve

not only to clarify concepts and awaken interest, but may also help to
make the student aware of his progress towards these objectives.

In

addition, the type of evaluation for which the student prepares determines
in great measure the nature of his work.

If, for example, the teacher

wants the student to learn concepts which can be evaluated by means of
a true-false testing instrument, that is one matter;

but if, on the

other hand, the desired concepts can be tested only by other, more
subjective means, that is quite another.

The point is that the objectives

differ in each case, and so do both the nature of the learning and the
means of evaluation.
In addition to those purposes of evaluation which have just beer
discussed, there remains that of student guidance.

The teacher should

make use of some form of evaluation, not the least of which should be
standardized testa especially designed for this purpose, to help him
decide which atudmnta should (1) t&ka a high school music cour&e at all,
(2) tak?! a course in instrumental music,
niasic, (4) take general music,

(3) taka a course in choral

(5) consider post-high school mu&ic
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educations (6) consider music as a career.

There are standardized aptitude

tests which would be useful in conducting such guidance procedures.

They

are discussed la some detail in Chapter IV, and are listed in Appendix I.

Limitations of Evaluation in Music Education

In general, the objectives of music education break down into three
basic areas:

knowledge, attitudes, and skills.

objective facts, principles, and concepts.
easiest to test;

The first deals with

Of these, facts are the

objective measuring instruments such as muIt iple-cho ice,

completion, true-false, and matching tests are accurate and relatively
easy to grade.

Principles and concepts, however, because they are more

difficult to evaluate accurately, must be measured by means of essay
questions or problems requiring application of knowledge to specific
situations.

The second area, attitudes, involves feelings and emotions,

are consequently difficult to teach, and are so difficult to measure that
most teachers hesitate even to try.

The third area, skills, involves

both neuro-muscular learning and facility in the application of factual
knowledge.

These are also difficult to evaluate.

A single teat is severly limited, almost to the point of meaning
lessness.

”. . .

There is little hope of proving anything in education

with single measures.

The teacher must test his students many times

throughout the year, preferably with the aid of a variety of testing in
struments, both objective and subjective, standardized and teacher made.
The more often tests are given, the smaller the standard error, and the
more dependable, meaningful, and accurate the evaluation.
The results of testing can be misleading unless the following aspects
of test construction are taken into account *

(1) Mechanical Aspects.

The

^^Educational Testing Service. Short Cut Statistics for TeacherMade T@st,."_: Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1960, p. 20.
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student should be aware immediately what he is required to do and how he
is expected to do it.

In order to ensure this attribute, similar items

should be grouped together, directions should be clearly stated, and the
organization of the entire test should be obvious.

(2) Validity.

The

test should set out to evaluate only the objectives of the course, and
give the most weight to the more important issues.

(3) Reliability.

The

test should be so constructed that the results would not vary significantly
in subsequent administrations to the same student (assuming no additional
learning or practice occurs), or in subsequent gradings by the same teacher.
(4) Appropriateness.

Each item should be suitable to its objective, &s

well as to the age and grade level of the student for whom it is intended.
(5) Clarity.

The student who knows the material upon which the test is

based should be able to understand the questions.

(6)

Discrimination.

Test items should not, in any way, favor the student who has not really
met the objectives

of the course.

must constantly be

on

the

When preparing a test, the

teacher

lookout for grammatical or structural clues,

opportunities for guessing, hidden answers elsewhere in the test, or
obvious items.
So far, we have said little about grading.

Yet the manner in which

a test is graded can greatly influence the dependability of the results.
Some principles to

be considered in this connection are:

should reflect, as

far as possible, the actual achievement of each student,

not merely innate ability or attractive personality.
not be used for disciplinary purposes.

(2)

(1) Grades

Grades should

(3) Students should be acquainted

with tha gradiziig system and with each grade assigned to them throughout
the year.

(4)

There should be staff consensus on grading policy.
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(5) Grades should not vary substantially from normal probability curve
percentages unless the class is unusually bright or slow, in which case
the curve would be skewed.
Grading is particularly difficult in essay-type test items.

For

instance, whether or not the examiner considers in his grading such ex&ramusical factors as spelling, sentence structure, punctuation, grammar,
appearance, and paragraphing, has considerable influence upon the validity
and reliability of the item.

Although these things have nothing to do

with music education per se, few would discount their importance in
educating the student for life.

Moreover, if the music teacher considers

the student*8 capacity for English expression to be a part of his objectives;
he is certainly justified in considering this in his evaluation.

(See

page 40 for specific suggestions regarding essay evaluation.)
In order for grading to be accurate, it must be based upon definite
criteria.

Three possible standards are*

(1) the individual standard, in

which the individual student's ability is taken into account,

(2) the

fixed standard, which is based upon the mastery of subject matter (In
this case, the needs, interests, and abilities of each student are ignored,
and the standard which is considered to be either satisfactory or un
satisfactory may vary considerably from one teacher to another.

In one

part of the country the pass mark may be seventy per cent, while in
another it may be

forty per cent.), and (3) the group standard or per-

eentile, in which comparisons are made with the whole group according to
the nortnal probability curve or standardized norms.
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Finally, one must realize that the distinction between objectivity
and subjectivity in music evaluation exists only at the grading stage.
Both types of evaluation are subjective at the setting stage.

The kinds

of questions asked, whether they be true or false or essay type, are
vi^y auch a matter of personal judgment and preference on the part of the
examiner.

Consequently, grading should be as objective as possible in

order to avoid serious loss of accuracy and reliability.

This objectivity

in grading can be ensured through the use of aids such as standardized
norms, the normal probability curve, and other clearly understood
standards of comparison, such as those referred to in the previous para
graph.

CHAPTER III

Two General Methods of Evaluation in Music

Formal

"Formal evaluation implies the use of an evaluative tool that is
standardized and meets acceptable levels of reliability and validity."^
Although some music educators would argue that much i.a music is so subjective and intangible that it cannot be measured in the same formal manner
as other academic school subjects,

Daniel Bonade, former principal clari

netist with the National Broadcasting Company Symphony Orchestra, believes
that a subjective musical element such as phrasing can be taught and
recognized objectively just as well as technique.^
"Review of the Literature".)

(See page 18 of

If this is true, the classroom teacher

should be able, at least to some degree, to use formal evaluative instru
ments to compare student performance with prescribed criteria and group
norms in order to arrive at definite scores.
In the past, formal testing in music education has been avoided for
the following reasons:

(1) Desire to maintain a "fun" atmosphere.

(Yet

students in other subjects often enjoy their studies in spite of formal
testing.)

(2)

Lack of generally accepted goals.

not sure what to test for.)

(3)

(As a result, we are

A failure of well-known standardized

music tests to prove themselves to be either valid or reliable.

(However,

Colwell, Richard; J. "Evaluation: Its Use and Significance 5>
Music Educator's Journal. 49 (February, 1963), p. 47.
^Ibld.. p. 49.
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thia is true mainly in the field of musical aptitude which has not yet
been adequately defined.

Failure in this area does not necessarily imply

failure in other areas).

(4)

Teachers are often unaware of formal mea

sures available to them.

(5)

The tendency towards a more subjective,

aesthetic personality make up of most music teachers.
Specific information relative to formal, standardized tests in
music is to be found in Chapter I¥ and Appendix I.

Informal

Many music educators feel that the study of music offers such a
wide range of challenging objectives, that some can only be evaluated
subjectively and informally, inadequate and inaccurate as this may be.
Examples of informal evaluation are (1) casual observation, which is
really a general impression, and could be quite wrong.

(This method may

involve, for example, the formation of impressions regarding care of an
instrument, posture, enthusiasm, degree of cooperation, attitude, individ
ual practice, general participation, and ability to work with others.)
(2) anecdotal records, or brief happenings recorded by the teacher, and
(3) time-sampling, which is a recording of student activities during a
particular part of the day over a defined period of time.

(In order for

this device to have any significance, there must be many samplings.)
A rather important means of Informal evaluation is the Rating
Scale, also known as the Check List.

This is a device by means of which

the performance of a student can be placed at various levels of proficiency.
Often a series of four or five numbers is used in which, for example,
5 represents excellent, 0 represents unsatisfactory, and the digits in between
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represent the varions Intermediate gradations.

This device has advantages

in (1) diagnosing student strengths and weaknesses, (2) helping students
to evaluate their own progress, and (3) helping to report progress in a
meaningful way to parents and administrators.
Still another form of informal evaluation involves the use of the
Cumulative Record.

This is a collection of information about a student

which covers his entire public shcool career.

It is usually kept in the

school office or guidance department where it can be contributed to and
checked by all teachers.

Normally, it has a face or summary sheet at

the beginning which gives data such as psychological test scores (including
aptitude, preference, and intelligence quotient),

health reports,

attendance, academic grades, schools attended, age, family and home back
ground, and social adjustment.

The rest of the folder has important

anecdotes, teacher's comments, samples of work, results of Interviews,
and other information which could be of interest to the educator.

Some

systems use cards rather than folders.
"Informal evaluation is a necessary part of the total evaluation
picture, which must include also formal evaluation, characterized by
objectivity and systematic controls.

Subsequent chapters shall discuss

the issue of the most effective balance and proportion between formal and
informal evaluation;

in other words, between objectivity and subjectivity.

CHATTER IV

Two Specific Types of Teats and Testing Procedures

Objective

The term "objective test" includes both aptitude and achievement
standardized music tests.

A standardized test is one which has been

given to a sufficiently large number of students that it has been possible
to determine norms.
and reliability.

It has also been carefully checked to ensure validity

Tests which are published with,no information as to

their validity or reliability are not recommended.

Reputable tests are

constructed by experts, and are printed and distributed by test agencies,
book publishers, and universities.

Appendix I, consists of a list of

recommended standardized aptitude and achievement tests.
"All aptitude tests are, to some degree, achievement tests.

An

aptitude test may be distinguished from an achievement test only to the
extent that the generalized function of aptitude is relatively maximized
and specifically taught course-content material is relatively minimized.
For all practical purposes, however, aptitude tests are designed to measure
the student’s innate musical talent and to predict his future success in
music education.

On the other hand, achievement tests are designed to mea

sure what the student has learned, in order to give the teacher some point
of departure for his educational objectives.

Both types are helpful, more

over, in grouping students for purposes of instruction.

The Wing Standard-

Ized Tests of Musical Intelligence are designed to measure muslcality
and musical sensitivity, and are especially valuable in helping to select
students for special instruction.

°n&l,

Tordon, Edwin, "The Musical Aptitude Profile,"
% . 6 (February, 1967), p. 52.
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One of the most widely known and used standardized tests is the
Seashore Measures of Musical Talents.

It consists of one series of tests

for unselected groups in general surveys, and a second series for musicians
and prospective or actual music students.

Interestingly enough, Hazel

Stanton conducted a series of studies which appear to demonstrate that
intelligence quotient scores are at least as important in predicting success
in the study of music as the Seashore tests.

2

The teacher who, for one

reason or another, does not make use of the Seashore or other aptitude
tests, might find it of value to try to attract into his program as many
students with high intelligence quotients as possible.

"General ability

is a sign of probable superiority in most types of achievement.

Also,

checking by the teacher on student success in other activities, particularly
artistic ones, is well worthwhile.
they are not essential.

"Published tests are convenient, but

The teacher who understands what might cause

learning difficulty can make a sound diagnosis by observing a pupil
individually."'^
The use of aptitude or talent tests depends upon whether or not
one's educational philosophy allows that all children should be offered
a musical education;

or that instruction, particularly at the high

school and post-high school levels, should be limited to the promising
few.

One should bear in mind, in any event, that other factors besides

^Stanton, Ba&sl, Measurement of Musical Talent : Studies in the
Pa'"'chologry of Music, Vol. II, New York: University of Iowa Press, 1933.
^^Tanbach, lee J. Educational Psychology. New York:
Brace and Co., 1954, p. 200.
^Ibld.. p. 176.
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capacity may determine auceeaa in musical activities;

for instance,

motivation, level of initial and sustained interest, and the degree of
aspiration.

"Few individuals acquire sufficient mastery of the voice

or a musical instrument to make music a profession.

All students and

adults, however, can acquire a taste for good music and can become intelligent

listeners.
The term "objective test" also includes some teacher-made tests,

principally of the true-false, multiple-choice, completion, recall of
a single fact, and matching variety.

These tests are objective in the

sense that they can be graded relatively accurately, but at the same time
they are limited in respect to the types of educational concepts which
they can effectively evaluate.

Of these tests, multiple-choice "is the

testing method most uniform, reliable, consistent, and impartial that
we have at present.

An interesting variety of mult iple-cho ice is

a test in which the possible endings include variables from beat to
worst, and the student is required not only to choose the best ending,
but also to rate the endings in order of merit.

Although it takes more

time and trouble to set, it eliminates guessing, it can be used over and
over again with only minor adjustments, and because it is relatively
easy to grade, it is valuable when the teacher is working with large
classes.

By way of example, this type of test is an excellent means of

measuring student's knowledge of clarinet or violin fingerings.

Other

^Adams, Jvtorgia Sachs; Torgerson, Theodore b; and Wood, Ernest R.
Measurement and Evalu&tlon for the Secondary-School Teacher, New York:
The Drydan Preüs, 1957, p. 406.

aM

^aPue., Palmer, "Multiple Choice and the Either-Or-Fallacy,"
Sc'ciety, 93 (March 6, 1965), p. 156.
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examples of objective testing are the following:

(1) The student looks

at a sheet of music, the examiner plays it, and the student marks where
the examiner stops.

(2)

The student looks at a sheet of music and

indicates on it where the examiner has played wrong notes, wrong rhythms,
or wrong dynamics.

(Notice that both (1) and (2) represent a means by

which the teacher is able to evaluate sight reading ability in an entire
group of students.)

(3)

The student listens to polyphonic music and

indicates what the lower voice is doing.

(4) The teacher plays a piece

of music either on the piano or record player, and asks the students
about such matters as form, time signature, instrumentation, mode, name
of selection, and composer.

Subjective
On the other hand, there are many valuable concepts in music
education which can be evaluated only through the use of "subjective"
testing procedures.

Perhaps the most widely used and well-known form of

the subjective test is the "essay type".

Although it tends to be less

reliable than objective testing techniques, principally because of poor
grading procedures, the essay-type test is strong in the areas where
objective tests are weak;

that is, where the evaluative situation does

not lend Itself to a choice between two alternatives.

The essay question

gives the student the opportunity to explore many avenues of the subject,
and by so doing exhibit to the teacher his depth of understanding and
scope of knowledge.
and creativity.

It also allows him considerable freedom of expression

"Essay tests are especially helpful whan the teacher
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wants to observe how the student organizes his thoughts or how he arrives
at conclusions.
There are different types of essay questions ranging from the very
brief to the very lengthy.

The ‘'restricted■“response®* or short-essay

question has high reliability if there are a good number of them in a
test, and they can be graded almost as accurately as objective questions.
The longer essay question is called "extended-response" or discussion
question, and although it allows the student a great deal of freedom
of expression, it is difficult to grade reliably.

Definition and outline

questions are also considered to be essay type.
The matter of grading essay questions is of the utmost importance.
In fact, the teacher must not only prepare the questions, but also the
answers and the grading scheme.
point-score, and (2) sorting.

Two good methods of grading are (1)
In the first method, the teacher decides

on the number of points for each question or part question.

He then

takes one question and reads all the answers to that question.

Finally,

he assigns a grade to each test on the basis of established norms, per
centages , or the normal probability curve.

In the second method, all

the tests are read quickly and placed in a predetermined number of piles
representing different letter grades.
check for accuracy.

Finally, the papers are reread to

Although both of these methods can be used reliably,

the first is preferable.

^Cronbach, loc.cit., p. 505.
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Another type of subjective evaluation is the oral test.

This tech

nique is rather time constmiog, but it gives an extensive picture of the
depth and scope of the student’s knowledge,.

It is also useful as an instruct

ional device, and helpful to students who, for some reason, have difficulty
with written examinations.

On the other hand, some students are too nervous

or self-conscious for this type of evaluation.
As in the case of the essay test, proper planning is required.

A

pre-planned check list or rating scale should be used, such as the one which
is illustrated in the next chapter in the discussion of instrumental and
vocal evaluation.

In spite of careful planning, however, oral testing

lacks accuracy and reliability, and should be used only to measure factors
which cannot be evaluated as effectively in any other way.
A third type of subjective test is the performance test.

Like the

oral test, it can be used as a learning and guiding device, and may be
helpful to students with verbal deficiencies.

Its advantage is that it

can measure skills and abilities which it is not possible to measure
efficiently in any other manner.
Performance tests are capable of measuring two factors ;

i.e., (1)

skill or technique, and (2) the product or result.

The teacher may con

sider three approaches to this kind of evaluation;

(1) Identification.

This approach stresses the product or accompanying factors of the skills.
For example, the student may be asked to identify the parts of his parti
cular instrument.

The disadvantage of this approach, considered in isola-

tion, is that the student may do very well in this, yet be relatively
poor in tha technical aspect of performance.

(2) Simulated Conditions.
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This approach emphaalaes actual procedures and conditions.

For example,

how would the student use his musical skills and knowledge in a practical
way through actual participation in musical activities?
Here the emphasis is on skill or technique.

(3)

Work Sample.

The student is required to

perform a piece of music.
Once again, proper setting and scoring is of extreme importance.
Complete analysis must be made of the desired performance first of all.
Then, once the teacher has decided, in the light of course objectives,
which musical factors he expects to see or hear in the performance test,
he may make up a check list such as that illustrated in the next chapter
or a rating scale using numbers from one to five to represent various
levels of general proficiency.
Finally, other subjective methods of evaluation are*

(1) asking

students to discuss the differences in style and structure between a
piece of music which they have just played or heard, and one with which
they are already familiar, (2) asking students to identify the style, form,
or mood of an unfamiliar piece of music to which they have just, listened,
(3) asking students to comment upon the form, ensemble, realism, vocal
technique, source, and musical support of the drama in an excerpt from
an opera or operetta, (4) asking students to tell which two of four pieces
or excerpts are stylistically similar, and (5) asking students to prepare
original ccmpositions of their own in various styles.

CHAPTER V

Suggested Methods of Evaluation and Specific Types of Tests
and Testing Procedures in Three Areas of High School Music Education

General Music
As in the case of most musical knowledge and activity, there is
much overlapping among various areas of study.

Although one ordinarily

thinks of music appreciation in the general music setting, it is also very
much a part of the choral or instrcnental class.

Music appreciation may

be defined as "the apprehension and enjoyment of the aesthetic import of
m u s i c . " A p p r e c i a t i o n of the expressive import of music is revealed in
the quality of performance, in the ability to make valid value judgments
of performance and composition, and, to an extent, by the degree of
absorption a person exhibits during musical experience.

The last part

of this quotation might be evaluated by means of simple observation.

The

other two factors might be measured by means of subjective testing proce=
dures

such as those discussed in Chapter If.
However, it seems to be practically impossible to measure adequately

the degree of music appreciation as such.

One can measure ingredients of

it, such as listening habits and preference, by means of informal methods
such as casual observation, interviews, and questionnaires on leisure
activities.

It is helpful for the teacher to know such things as (1)

how much the student sings or plays outside of school, (2) the nature of
the radio programs and records he selects, (3) his general attitude

'kcnhard; loc.cit.. p. 330.
'^id., p. 331.
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towards good maale, (4) hia iataatloma relatlva to eontinolng to be active
in musical activities after leaving high school, and (5) the extent to
which music serves as an emotional outlet.
Another factor which helps to evaluate the level of music apprecia
tion is the student's ability to remember a melodic line or rhythmic pattern
accurately.

This ability is obviously associated with intelligent listening.

It can be measured by means of the Drake Test of Musical Memory.

It cau

also be measured by teacher-made teats in which the teacher plays short
melodies or rhythm patterns, and asks students to sing or clap each one
from memory.

Such testing can be graded quite objectively, although it

is easier to administer individually than collectively, and it requires
that the examiner be able to play the piano or some other musical instrument.
In advanced high school classes, the teacher may consider it of
value to have students l e a m to recognize chords and modes.

Students

might even find elementary forms of melodic and harmonic dictation an
intriguing challenge.

Maturally, such activity would imply considerable

background in music theory.

Evaluation of such skills would be an integral

part of the learning process, and would also serve as an indicator of tla
student's level of appreciation.
Soma educators feel that the objectives in listening skills con
stitute enjoyment and desire to listen.
also include " . . .

Others believe that it should

ability to discriminate in such matters as melody,

rhythm, and tampo, and to apprehend large tonal patterns, .

^ % i d . , p. 327.

The
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Oregom Testa f@r Mmaleal D l a c r i m l n m t rnemsurea the student'a ability to
dlacrimlnate between a maaterplece and Ite mutilated veralona.

Originally

they were not ataniardlzed, bnt ha^e almoe been revised at Indiana IMlveralty.
Stamdardlaed aptitude testa are useful In general music primarily
at the beginning of a term In order to (1) ascertain the capacity of each
student to profit from a music course, (%) help group students into homo
genous classes, and (3) help to determine realistic course objectives for
each class.

Standardized achievement tests are useful at the beginning

of a year for much the smae reasons, and also at various times during
the year to help measure student progress, the merits of course objectives,
and the effectiveness of teaching techniques.

All of the teacher-made

objective testing devices which are discussed In Chapter IV, except of
course, performance tests, are applicable wherever course objectives
warrant.

Choral Music
In a choral music class, emphasis tends to be upon the practical
aspects of vocal group activities;

that Is, ipon actually learning how

to sing well In a group, learning a repertoire of good choral music, and
performing In public at various occasions during the year.

Evaluation

may take various forms, both formal and Informal, objective and subjective,
depending upon specific objectives, capacity of the class, and the person
ality of the teacher.

Standardized aptitude and achievement tests may

ba used for the same purposes as those outlined In the section on general
music.

IT are uMaful.

p^Brformance tests such as those described in Chapter
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Mutaic reading ia generally eeaaidered to be a rather important aapect
of a choral-m'KSic courae, alcce one's effactiveneaa in aay choral organi
zation la determined largely by one'a ability to read quickly end accurately.
Music reading ia, in fact, an audio-viaual skill which involves the ability
to relate what one sees on the printed page to musical sound.

Ordinarily,

the student's ability to read music must be evaluated orally, on an
individual basis.

Mswever, if it is considered in reverse;

that ia, from

the musical sound to the printed page, evaluation can be effectively per
formed on an entire group.

Two standardised tests which could be used to

measure reading ability are the Knuth Achievement Testa in Music and the
F a m u m Music Notation Teat.

In addition, the teacher can achieve comparable

results through devices similar to the following:

Copies of musical ex

cerpts are mimeographed, given to the students to examine, then played on
the piano.

The students may be asked, for instance, to tell whether or

not the excerpt has bean played correctly, and, if not, the nature of
the errors made.

The advantage of this type of test is that there are

a variety of ways in which it can be adapted to the particular needs of
the class.
In group singing, the teacher may make use of informal evaluation
by observing and recording (perhaps by means of check lists, anecdotal
records, or time-sampling) such factors as (1) participation and co-oper
ation, '(%) enjoyment, (3) attention (4) posture, (5) correct time, (6)
correct pitch, (7) enunciation, (8) good vocal production, and (9) memori
sation.

Although these observations can best be made on an individual

basis, this presents problems such as:

what to do with the rest of the

class, what to do about the se If-consc lous or nervous student, and how
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to cope with th@

time fmeter.

On the other hand, it Ig diffi

cult to arrive at a fair evaluation of a atadent'e prograaa when there at
maxy voicea singing with him.

Many teaobere find the ""quartet method"

nseful as a eempromisa betwean theae two extremes.

This device involves

the choosing of four students, each of whom sing a different voice part
(soprano, alto, tezor, or bass), and having them sing a choral selection.
This selection of course, must be long enough to allow the teacher time
to concentrate not only upon the ensemble, but also upon each voice.

A

check list such as the one below might be used to record react ions in
simple percentages or letter grades.

Incidentally, a eight by five^inah

card could be made up for each student at the beginning of the year.

Nsmex
Class*

Reporting Period

Gown*

1

2

3

4

Sight Reading
Technique
Quality
Blend
Projection
Diction
Accuracy
Musicianship
Style
Attitude

dOhfëlBtEng''of a dht-ksk list sa odh mlde

a register on the ether for

the purpose of recording student attendance at extra choral rehearsals.
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Performmmca
First Week
M T W T F

Second Wetek
M T W T F

Sept.
Oct,
Nov.
etc.

There are staadmrdized singing tests available, bnt all lack objective
methods of scoring.

The things which the musician or intelligent listener

look for in good choral singing are subjective h;^^ nature, and
evaluated with that in mind.

be

For example, no objective method has been

found to measure beauty of tone.

"The artist, be he writer, painter, or

musician, takes issue with this view of scientific infallibility,
that subjective values which cannot be measured or pinpointed are more
enduring and of more personal importance than the objective, tangible
values.

Instnmental Music
Most of the matters discussed in the section on choral music apply
here.

Two possible differences, however, might be (1) that the instrument=

alist is working with an instrument which is not as personal as the voice;
hence, he is usually not as sensitive about performing alone as the vocal
student, and (2) since it is relatively easy to keep instrumentalists
busy in their practice rooms while the teacher is conducting individual
tasts, it is r'acommended that this be d@na at least once a year.

The

Richard, J. Evaluation; Its Use and Significance,
Ç Educator"^ Journal. 49 (February, 1963), p. 45.
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followiag cheek list might be helpful in the admlaistering of Individual
performance tests.

As in the case of choral testing* a card e®uld be made

up for each band or orchestra student, the back of which would consist of
an attendance record.
A more objective means of instrumental evaluation is found in
Watkins-Fammn Performance Scale for Winds and Strings.

In this test.

every error is evaluated, and an enact scoring system is given to
increase objectivity.

It even includes a section for the evaluation of

percussion.

Since good reading ability presxq^poses good technical mastery;

Rame:
Class*
Inatrumant:

Rental:
Telephone:
Uniform*

Period
Sight Reading
Technique
Quality
Projection
Accuracy
Intonation
Style
Musicianship
Attitude

this test measures combined technical and reading skills
degree than practical performance.

a greater

€®nclusi@as

1.

In the light of the variety of evmlnetive materials and procedures

which are available to the high school music teacher, and the benefits
whldh accompany their careful use, evaluation in a music program should
not be minimized or ignored.
2.

In order for evaluation to be accurate and dependable, it should be

continuous and of considerable variety,
3.

Some music values cannot be evaluated efficiently by means of

objective measuring instruments.
4.

Although objective evaluation is more accurate than subjective eval

uation, some musical and educational values can be measured through sub
jective means only.
5.

The proportion of objective to subjective evaluation in any testing

program depends upon the educational objectives of the teacher.
6.

There are undoubtedly some music values which are so personal that

they cannot really be taught, or evaluated;

yet, on the whole, the

teacher should be prepared at least to attempt an evaluation of anything
he teaches.
7.

Intelligence quotients have been found by investigators to be of

considerable value in predicting success in music education.
"Review of the Literature".)

(See

Racemmeadatiox&a for Farther Stady

1.

Am investigatiom of the actmml evaluative prooedores of smceeaafml

high school mmalo teachers.
2.

An investigation into the relationship between evaluation in music

and evaluation in the other arts.
3.

A historical survey of evaluation in music education.

4.

A futuristic study of evaluation in music education.

5.

A controlled study in which a comparison in student progress and

general results is made between a music class where a variety of
evaluative techniques are frequently employed, and a class where evaluation
is ignored.
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Appendix I

Recommended Standardized Aptitude and Achievement Testa

Although there are a considerable number of standardized muaic
testa available, only those which the author would recommend for high
school use are listed here.

Anyone wishing specific informattcn about

these or other tests should see Tests
Yearbook edited by 0. K. Ruroa.

Print or The Mental ^asurements

(See "Method of Procedure".)

Part A

Standardized Aptitude Teats
1.

Muaical Aptitude Test:

Series A.

2.

Seashore Measures of Musical Talents, Revised Editi

3.

W i M Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence.

4.

Musical Aptitude Profile, by Edwin Gordon (Houghton^ Mifflin Go.; Boaton)
Because this test has been developed relatively recently (196c), it
had not been described, at the time of the preparation of this paper^
in The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook (1965).

Consequently, there

follows a brief description of the test.
Four unique aspects of the teat are;
music examples.

(1) It contains original

(2.) Performances are by professional musicians -'nl}S

(3) The violin and cello are the only musical instruments used (4) It
Includes preference teats.^
It measures aural perception, kinesthetic musical feeling, and
musical expression.

The musical expression section is divided into three

-Tarr*].l, Vernon V. "An Investigation of the Validity of the
Altitude P'roflle," Jl«ur'aal of Research in Music Education , Vol. %III, No. 4,
(Winter, 196.'3), p. 195.
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parts:

(1) tonal Imagery, which tests in the areas of melody

(2) rhythm imagery, which tests tempo and meter, and (3) musical sensitivity,
which tests phrasing, balance, and style.

Creativity la also appraised.

There are sevsn testa in all, with directions on tape.
choice answer sheet is employed.

A mulitple-

Norms are available for each grade level.

The reliability coefficient is .94, while the validity coefficient is .75.
"...

the reliability coefficients of the test are about as high as those

generally reported for academic aptitude and diagnostic achievement tests.
"% e

Musical Aptitude Profile has one major purpose:

to act as an

objective aid in the evaluation of students' musical aptitude so that th$
teacher can better provide for individual needs and abilities."^
5.

Drake Musical Aptitude Test.

Standardized Achievement Teats
1»

Baech Kisic Tes^.

2.

Knuth Achievement Tests in Music.

3.

Kwalwasser-Ruch Teat of Musical Accomii; lishment.

4.

Watkins-Parnum Performance Scale;

A Standardized Achievement Test for

All Band Instruments.
Reasons for the ommission of other tests from this list are; (1) The
teat is out of print, (2) The test is outdated, (3) The teat is too advanced,
(4) Either the test has unsatisfactory coefficients of validity or reliabil
ity, or else there is no available information in this regard.

n, loc.cit., p. 54.
^Ibld., p. 52.
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Some observations regarding the tests which have been listed are"'
(1) Each test normally comes with a teacher's manmal and student's answer
sheets.

(2) Although some can be administered from the piano, most come

with records or tapes.

(3) Validity coefficients range from .60 to .87,

which are minimal to satisfactory.

(4) Reliability coefficients range

from .64 to .94, which are highly satisfactory.

Appendix II

The following chart représenta an attempt to indicate graphically
the teats, types of teat$ and techniques which are suggested for the
evaluation of various educational objectives within three specific at
of high school music.

Part

General Music

Educational Objective

Objective Mature

History

Beach Music Test
True-False (T-F)
Completion (C)
Multiple-Choice (I
Matching (M)

Oral
Reorrts (&Tritten)
(Oral)
Short Answer (S-A)

Theory

Beach Music Test
RwaIwasser-Ruch Test
of Musical Aac(
m ent.
T-F, C, M-C. M.

Assignments

Appreciation
(Listening)

T-F, C, M-C, M,
Recognition

Essay
Oral
S-A

Composition

Form

Writing
Performing
T - F 5 C, M-G,
Oral
Ass:
S-A

Style

T-F, C,

M.
Ass
(Oral)
(Written)
S-A
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Observât ion
Oral
Reports

Development
of taste

Choral Muaic
Sight Singing

T-F, C, M-C, M.

ace Test
- Individual
- Group
Observation

Performing

Attendance
Extra Activities

Observation

Daily Class Work

Point System
- Promptness
- Care of Music
- Memorization
- Attendance
- Section Leaders
- Accompanists
- Librarian
- Robe Custodian
- Private Lessons

Point System
- Cooperation
- Behavior
- Student Directing
- Interest

Mve

Observât ion
Performance Teat

m t of Musieality

Vocal Technique
(and knowledge)

T-F, C, M-C, M.

Performance Test
- Individual
- Group
Observation
Essay
S-A

Instrumental Music
Sight Reading

Watkins-Farnum
Performance Scale
MM.
T-F,

Performance Test
- Individual
- Gro^ap
Observation

Performing

Attendance
Extra Acitivities

Observation

Daily Cla^jj Work

Point Svstem
- Promptness
- Care of Music
- Attendance
- Section Leaders

Point System
- Caop6ratioi::L
- Bfiha'yio'r
- Student Directing
- Int*jre;!-it
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-

Muaic Librarian
Uniform Cuatodian
Private Leseona
Extra Practice
Care of Instrument

Development of
Muaicality
Instrumental Technique
(and knowledge)

Observation
%e Teat
Watkins-Farnum
Performance Scale
T-F, C, M-C, M.

Performance Teat
- Individual
Observation

